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A gentle introduction to Girard’s Transcendental
Syntax
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Abstract
We present a gentle introduction to the technical content of Girard’s Transcendental Syntax suggesting a new framework for the proof theory of linear
logic and an alternative understanding of proof-nets. In this framework, we
investigate the emergence of logic from a model of computation related to
tiling models and logic programs.

1

Introduction

Girard’s Transcendental Syntax is the successor of his Geometry of Interaction
programme with the ambition of establishing a new framework for proof theory. In
this context, logic is grounded on a model of computation related to logic programming and tiling models. Proofs do not come as primitive and elementary objects
anymore but as particular computational objects together with a certificate asserting their logical correctness and the soundness of their computational behaviour
through cut-elimination. The other usual definitions of logic such as formulas and
truth are also reconstructed computationally. The Transcendental Syntax provides
a toolbox for a study of proof theory in a more general setting where computation
is central.

2

Contributions

The original papers [Gir17, Gir16a, Gir16b, Gir20] presenting the programme give
conceptual directions and sketch the outlines for a reconstruction of logic starting
from linear logic’s proof-nets. However, no true technical development exists yet.
Hence, we propose an attempt at formalising the Transcendental Syntax and make
its novelties and relationship with other works explicit. In particular,
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• we formally define the stellar resolution; the model of computation on which
the Transcendental Syntax is based on and prove that it can simulate cutelimination and logical correctness for MLL(+MIX). We are also working
on extensions to Intuitionistic MELL and beyond. Moreover, we make explicit two notions of type/formula in logic. One is inspired from the logical correctness of proof-structures where formulas are simply labels and the
other one is inspired from realisability theory [KCHM09, Kle45] where formulas are descriptions of computational behaviours. Both are expressed in
the stellar resolution.
• We also relate the stellar resolution to tiling models such as flexible tiles or
the abstract tile assembly models, two generalisations of Wang tiles used in
DNA computing. This suggests new ideas of typing and implicit computational complexity analysis for tiling-based computation.

3

Technical development

Stellar Resolution The stellar resolution is the model of computation the Transcendental Syntax uses as ground for logic. It is basically a graph-theoretic reformulation of Robinson’s resolution with first-order disjunctive clauses [R+ 65]. It
can be related to other resolution-based models [Kow75, Sic76], disjunctive logic
programs [Min94] or to answer set programming [Gel08] but it seems that is has
never been used as a logic-free and query-free model of computation.
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We define rays as either first-order terms with a polarised head function symbol
called its colour (e.g. +a(x) has a as colour) or an unpolarised first-order term
(e.g. x or g(x)). A star is a finite multiset of rays φ = [r1 , ..., rn ] which can be
illustrated as a kind of tile with flexible arms. A constellation is a (potentially
infinite) multiset of stars written as a sum Φ = φ1 + ... + φn when it is finite.
It is possible to non-deterministically construct sorts of tilings called diagrams
by connecting occurrences of stars along matchable rays of opposite polarity (e.g.
+a(x) and −a( f (y)) can have equal underlying terms with x 7→ f (y)). Diagrams
can be evaluated by a step-by-step contraction of links with Robinson’s resolution rule [R+ 65]. The execution Ex(Φ) of a constellation computes all the possible “correct” diagrams and evaluates them in order to form a new constellation.
By “correct”, we usually mean that we exclude diagrams for which the term unification fails and diagrams with free polarised rays because they corresponds to
incomplete/unfinished computations.
2
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Figure 1: A proof-structure decomposed into a vehicle and its tests.
This model of computation embodies the old intuition of a theory of interaction behind logic and programming [Abr08] by defining logic from computational
interaction between entities of the same kind.
Geometry of Interaction The Geometry of Interaction sees proofs as general
mathematical objects where computation (cut-elimination) is primitive. Nowadays,
it refers to a lot of notions such as categorial frameworks for linear logic [HS06,
AHS02] or token machines [DR99] but in our case, we refer to Girard’s original
Geometry of Interaction expressed with operator algebras [Gir89].
The stellar resolution can actually be understood as a generalisation of Girard’s
flows [Gir95, Bag14], Seiller’s interaction graphs [Sei16] but also partitions used
as a model for MLL [AM20].
Logical correctness as interactive testing Proof-structures are general hypergraphs linking formulas. Their dynamics (cut-elimination) corresponds to an edge
contraction following logical rules represented by their hyperedges.
A proof-structure is made of two independent components. The `/⊗ cutelimination is basically a rewiring pushed to the conclusions of axioms, hence only
the axioms are related to the computational side of proofs. The upper part, made of
axioms, is called vehicle. The logical content is contained in the bottom part (basically a syntax tree of conclusion formulas). It is called the format and is constituted
of several tests which are hypergraphs corresponding to Danos-Regnier switching
graphs [DR89]. The Danos-Regnier correctness criterion states that the connexion
between the vehicle and any test of the format should be connected and acyclic
in order to be called logically correct (Figure 1). In the Transcendental Syntax,
we would like to have a broader notion of logical correctness as a certification for
constellations which represent a very general idea of computation.
A stellar reconstruction The hyperedges of proof-nets induce a polarity opposing input and output which can easily be represented with stars. For instance, an axiom between atoms ` X, X ⊥ is represented as the binary star [+c.pX (x), +c.pX ⊥ (x)]
but if a ray is not related to a cut then we keep it uncoloured (e.g. +c.pX (x) becomes pX (x)). A cut on X and X ⊥ is translated as [−c.pX (x), −c.pX ⊥ (x)].
The cut rule merges a constellation representing a vehicle ΦV and a constellation ΦC representing cuts. Their execution Ex(ΦV ] ΦC ) naturally computes the
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maximal paths alternating between axioms and cuts which corresponds to the cutelimination procedure, as expected from the Geometry of Interaction.
The translation is designed in order to reproduce the shape of proof-structures,
hence tests t1 , ...,tk will be translated into constellations Φt1 ] ...Φtk such that Φti
forms a tiling preserving the shape of ti . The correctness criterion for a proofstructure S corresponds to the execution Ex(ΦV ] Φti ) = [pA1 (x), ..., pAn (x)] between a vehicle and a test ti where A1 , ..., An are the conclusions of S . This is only
possible when ΦV ] Φt represents a connected and acyclic switching graph. Since
constellations are way more general than proof-structures, we can imagine a more
general notion of logical correctness.
Two notions of type in logic It is possible to make explicit two notions of type
or formula. In order to do so, we have to choose a relation of orthogonality ⊥
between constellations representing what we consider a sound interaction. We
usually choose the relation in order to capture logical correctness.
• The first kind of typing corresponds to a notion of primitive types. We define
(finitely many) tests ΦA := Φ1 , ..., Φn corresponding to a certification for a
label A. A constellation Φ is of type A when for each test Φi , Φ⊥Φ0 . This
generalises the correctness criterion for proof-structures.
• The second kind of typing corresponds to the model of linear logic used
in ludics [Gir01] and geometry of interaction which is close to realisability
models. In this context, types (called conducts) are descriptions of computational behaviours. We define a pre-conduct as a set of constellations A and
A⊥ as the set of constellations orthogonal to A (the good partners for A). A
conduct is defined as a pre-conduct closed by biorthogonal, i.e. A = A⊥⊥
(they are the good partners or their good partners). In particular, we can
usually consider infinitely many types and subtypes.
• We then require that these two notions are related by an adequacy lemma (as
in realisability models) stating that the testing for A is sufficient to ensure
membership in A (the conduct corresponding to A). In other words, the tests
ensure the expected behaviour. This can also be understood as the inclusion
(ΦA )⊥ ⊆ A.

4

Results

We showed standard properties for stellar resolution, ensuring a sound computational behaviour. The Turing-completeness follows from an encoding inspired by
logic programming with Horn clauses.
Theorem 1 (Confluence). Let Φ be a constellation. The steps of its execution
Ex(Φ) can be done in any order with no effect on the result. All results will be
equivalent up to renaming of variables.
4
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Proposition 2 (Turing-completeness). The stellar resolution can simulate nondeterministic Turing machines.
We showed that it can simulate both cut-elimination and logical correctness.
Lemma 3 (Simulation of dynamics). Let R be a proof-structure such that R reduces to S by cut-elimination. We have:
cut
ax
cut
Ex(Φax
R ] ΦR ) = Ex(ΦS ] ΦS )
cut
where Φax
R and ΦR are respectively the encoding of the vehicle and cuts of R in
the stellar resolution.

Theorem 4 (Stellar correctness criterion). A proof-structure S is an MLL proofnet if and only if for all switchings ϕ. We have:
cut
test
Ex(Φax
S ] ΦS ] ΦS ,ϕ ) = [pA1 (x), ..., pAn (x)]

where A1 , ..., An are the conclusions of S and Φtest
S ,ϕ is the encoding of the test for
the switching ϕ in the stellar resolution.
We finally showed soundness and completeness in MLL(+MIX) for a class
of constellations representing proofs called proof-like (as in classical realisability
models).
Theorem 5 (Full soundness). Let S be an MLL(+MIX) proof-net of conclusion
cut
` Γ. The constellation Ex(Φax
S ] ΦS ) is proof-like and member of the conduct
corresponding to ` Γ.
Theorem 6 (Full completeness). If a constellation Φ is proof-like and member
of the conduct corresponding to ` Γ, there exists an MLL(+MIX) proof-net R of
conclusion ` Γ such that its vehicle is Φ.

5

Current, future and related works

Extension to box-free intuitionistic MELL The cut-elimination has already
been studied in the Geometry of Interaction and only requires binary stars [Gir95,
Bag14]. The correctness criterion (already sketched by Girard [Gir17]) relies on
the mechanisms of stellar resolution which are not present with proof-structures.
However, it still has the usual and known drawbacks of proof-nets.
Extension to predicate logic A sketch for a reconstruction of predicate logic is
suggested in the third paper of Transcendental Syntax [Gir16b]. Terms are encoded
as multiplicative formulas and equality as linear equivalence. In the Transcendental Syntax, predicate logic is considered as part of second order logic because of its
implicit quantifications. This may open a new understanding of descriptive complexity where predicate logic is central.
5
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Extension to second order The Transcendental Syntax treats the existential witness in ∃X.A as a constellation part of the vehicle [Gir16b]. In some sense, we
consider it as “part of the answer”, hard coded in the proof. A proof becomes a
pair (ΦV ] ΦM , ΦF ) where ΦM is a sort of test corresponding to the formula carried by the existential witness.
Relation with tiling models The stellar resolution generalises the flexible tiling
model [JM06, JM05] but also the abstract tile assembly model [Win98] by representing both a tile set and its environment as constellations. This opens the possibility of typing or analysis of computational behaviour/complexity for tiling-based
models. Interestingly, a reverse encoding seems to hold: few works suggest the
possibility of encoding the dynamics of logic programming, resolution and Horn
clauses from DNA computing [Kob99, RKS09, RPdMS14].
Implicit Complexity Theory The model of flows, which can be seen as a restriction of stellar resolution to binary stars, has already been used to characterise complexity classes [BP01, AB14, ABS16]. Since the stellar resolution is more general,
we can expect a broader complexity analysis. From the generalisation of flexible
tiles, our model might be related to non-deterministic complexity [JM09] but also
be related to new complexity methods inspired from Seiller’s works [Sei18].
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